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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afteroon! Thank you Antonio for organizing this session  !I am asked to give some updates, or summarize, the in-room verification using the least “sexy” imaging modes, an oldie “film”, and another now mature technology, CBCT, available on  simulation machine used in Brachytherapy Suites. The association of these two imaging modalities might seem a bit artificial at first glance, but lumped them together as they both have good at applicator visualization, but not ideal for soft tissue visualization



Role of imaging in modern brachytherapy 
• Application insertion 
• Planning 
• Treatment Verification  
• Applicator design 
• Facilitate real-time dosimetry 
• Dose summation 
• Functional imaging 

Image-guided brachytherapy (IGBT) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we start talking about specific uses of Film and CBCT, let’s summarize the role of imaging in modern brachytherapy



Objectives 
 
• To describe current applications of Film/Fluoro and 

CBCT(kV) in brachytherapy, especially as it relates to in-
room treatment verification 

 
• We have time for the “With What” and “For What”, but not 

for the “How” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned, here we will look to describe the current applications of Film/Fluoro…



FILM/Fluoro: With what? 
• Standard simulator 
• Flat panel detector 
• (just film) Radiochromic film 
• OR-based X-ray unit 
• AccuBoost® (mammographic equipment) 
• C-arm 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a side note, although not necessarily correct, I have lumped fluoro and film in same category



FILM/Fluoro: For What? 

• LDR/HDR GYN: 
– Applicator insertion 
– Planning 

• Orthogonal 
• Semi-orthogonal planning with  
      C-arm with/without jig 

– Pre-TX verification 
• LDR prostate: 

– Needle loading by 3rd party  
– Post implant film verification  

• HDR breast 
– IGBT with AccuBoost 

• More recent reported uses: 
– Real time HDR TX verification with 

modified C-arm fluoroscopy 
(2016) 

– Pre-TX Catheter verification for 
HDR prostate (2017) 

– Guidance for free-hand needle 
placement in HDR GYN (2017) 

 



FILM: 2D Planning GYN + (Potential 
refilming for TX verification) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most obvious, ubiquitous rather, use of film in brachy is classical TX planning for GYN LDR or HDR using orthogonal films  this is the oldest method of planning used in brachytherapy and it is used to date still in many clinics around the world. There is the potential of refilming close to treatment (in room verification). These films are usually acquired with the use of a standard simulator



FILM: LDR Prostate – TX verification 
of Implant 

I-125 AgX100 Seed Prostate  
Implant Radiograph 
 
Usually using x-ray unit in OR 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use of film for post implant verification in LDR prostate brachytherapy is also widely used and part of all clinical flows.



FILM: LDR prostate 3rd party loaded 
sterile needles + autoradiograph 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also for LDR prostate planning, film is ideal to check, using autoradiograph, the correctness of preloaded needles, especially that they come preloaded. These images are usually made available by the third party laboratory used for needle loading.



FILM: HDR Breast Boost (AccuBoost®) 

From J Hiatt, Non-invasive Image-guided Breast Brachytherapy, AAPM 2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another use of film in clinical brachytherapy is as part of the AccuBoost system, a system that can be used as APBI or replace electron boosts to the surgery scar for breast cancer patients. With mammographic-like image quality and clips identifying the lumpectomy side, an HDR brachytherapy plan can be devised - real-time image guided non-invasive brachytherapy treatments.



FILM: HDR prostate 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More recently, 2017, there was a report of pre-TX image verification of catheter positions for HDR prostate brachytherapy, with patient in TX position, immediate prior to TX delivery. It involves a flat panel detector embeded in brachy treatment couch and a ceiling mounted x-ray device.  It allows direct comparison of planned positions with measured positions, permitting the introduction of adaptive planning for HDR prostate.



FILM: HDR GYN 

Olsen, Craciunescu, Chino, under review, IJ Contemporary Brachytherapy, 2017 
Duke University Medical Center 

Free-hand Interstitial Needles 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my own clinic, we use simulator orthogonal films for a first positional check of free-hand interstitial needle placing, as we do not own intracavitary applicators that allow us to place interstitial needles.



Fluoro: Prostate HDR needle checks  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use of fluoro techniques for prostate HDR needles checks have been reported for quite a while now. Example here from Campus Kiel clinic that use it for needle positioning using a C-arm (this is a gross verification)



Fluoro: HDR Applications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Orthogonal radiographs are traditionally used for treatment planning. A typical C-arm is not isocentric and it does not have the mechanical accuracy of a simulator. One solution is to use a reconstruction jig. However the jig is inconvenient for patient procedures. This study describes a technique of stretching of the image in one direction to obtain the same magnification as in the other orthogonal direction. With this, C-arm images can be used for planning or treatment verification.



Fluoro: HDR GYN, C-arm, VIR-method 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A slightly different film-based HDR planning is proposed here using the so-called virtual isocenter reconstruction (VIR) method that allows reconstruction accuracy of applicators of 2 mm. VIR-virtual isocenter reconstruction



Fluoro: Real-time HDR TX Verification 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modified fluoroscopic C-arm verification of HDR Ir-192 source position with the intent to prevent misdeliveries. Method provides image quality sufficient to observe the source position relative to both the anatomy and the applicator.Among the 2031 HDR treatment sessions performed, 2 errors were detected at the wrong first dwell position.Detection of errors by the current approach, however, involved a spatial uncertainty and a temporal limitation.Because 3D superimposition of a reference hard copy on the fluoroscopic image was technically not feasible, the fluoroscopic comparison was rather intuitively performedThe limitation of the current approach is the nondetectability of dwell time



kV-CBCT: With what? 
• CBCT enabled simulators 
• C-arms 

 
• Note: reports of MV-CBCT use in brachytherapy: 

– Since MV CBCT images are less affected by high atomic number 
materials, such as metal objects, they can complement the 
information provided by kV CT(or CBCT) in images with metal-
induced streak artifacts.  Deschovich et al. , Brachytherapy,vol. 5, Issue 2, 85-86,  2006 



kV-CBCT 
• Commercially available systems: 

– Varian, Acuity                                           - C-arm CBCT 
 
 
 

 
– Nucletron, Simulinx 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about MRI/CBCT hybrid?



CBCT: For what? 
• GYN (G) & Prostate (P) 

– Planning (G, P): alone or with MRI/US 
– Applicator/Needle reconstruction and position (G, P) 
– Free-hand needle placement (G) 
– Gold marker displacement (P) 
– Post-plan/seed localization LDR (P) 
– C-arm CBCT for QA of LDR (P) 

• Breast: 
– Multi catheter HDR interstitial 
– Balloon-based 

 



CBCT 
 

• Stand alone for planning 
• As in-room imaging for applicator placement and pre-TX 

verification 
• As part of a hybrid method when access to MRI is limited 

– Use of MRI at least at 1st FX and identify HRCTV/IRCTV 
– Continue subsequent fractions with CT or CBCT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hybrid Methods combine at least 1FX MRI (used to identify the target-HRCTV/IRCTV) with subsequent FX where imaging is done using CT or CBCT.We’ll ask two questions: Why at least one mRI? And is the Hybrid flow acceptable alternative to MRI imaging alone?



Duke Brachy Suite                               BrachySuite Console                                  

 • CBCT Console 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         + Access to 3.0 T MRI in Rad Onc on same hallway 

CBCT 
Console                         



Advantages of a CBCT in Brachy Suite 
• Intra-operative imaging 
• Large mechanical clearance (scan in stirrups, make adjustments) 
• Can be easily combined with other imaging modalities 

– Primary, secondary (US, MRI) 
• Minimize applicator/needles motion 

– Limiting the patient’s motion is expected to limit post insertion applicator 
motion, which in return leads to more accurate planning.  

• Good for applicator delineation 
• Ability to image and verify before treatment 
• Can scan, plan and treat under anesthesia 

 
 
 
 



Image Quality vs. Patient Size 

Technique: 150 SID, kVp = 120 , mA = 80, ms = 13 
Large patients attenuate more, resulting in detection of fewer photons (increased noise, 
reduced signal, increased HU discrepancy, ie computer mistakes a thick absorber for 
high density material) 
 

    AP = 17 cm                 AP = 25 cm                 AP = 31 cm                AP = 35 cm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understand limitation due to imaging parameters and patient size



CBCT vs CT (Female pelvis, small size) 



CT vs. CB contours 



CBCT vs. CT (breast) 

Courtesy of Dorin Todor, VCU 



CBCT Prostate 



GYN 



GYN: CBCT-based planning  Opt imag 
protocol 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first published account on using a BrachySuite equipped with a CBCT enabled simulator . This allowed planning without moving patient between imaging and treatment It can be used for in-room preTx verification as well. It involoved some optimization of the clinical imaging protocols to allow for visualization of normal tissue.



GYN Interstitial 



GYN: CBCT-based planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another study that looked at the use of kV CBCT 3D planning (and again with the possibility of pre TX verification) for HDR GYN was reported by Al-Halabi.



GYN: CBCT-based Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They concluded that the HRCTV not easy to identify due to low soft tissue contrast, but good enough for OAR; patient can be imaged in lithotomy position due to the clearance afforded by CBCT; applicators are, in general, easy to identify CBCT image optimized.



OAR: Good agreement with MRI (small patient size,  
                                                         good quality CBCT)   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That said, Our own experience at Duke shows that in some cases, indeed, there is good agreement between OAR delineated on MRI or CT and CBCT; 



OAR: Poor agreement with MRI 
Craciunescu et. Al, Brachytherapy, vol. 15, S137-138, 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
but in the majority of cases, metrics required by GEC-ESTRO guidelines might not be accurate (D2cc) especially in large patients, due to differences in contouring between a MRI-gold standard and CBCT.The larger sample of patients and fractions analyzed in this study confirmed that pre treatment kV-CBCTs can be used as a check of the applicator positioning, but not to report adapted doses for organs at risk. Despite the lack of acceptable soft tissue resolution across all patient sizes, in some cases, the kV-CBCT can identify a true change in anatomy that might confer more realistic dose metrics for dose summation purposes. Based on these findings our group is not using updated (adapted) doses to organs at risk.



CBCT: GYN, Free-hand  Needle Placement Guidance 

Duke University Brachytherapy  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another application of CBCT alone in our practice is in assisting with free-hand needle placement. A CBCT is acquired in lithotomy position with patient still under anesthesia. The scout is used first for general check of needle positiong



CBCT: GYN, Free-hand Needle, Planning 

CBCT: Needles reconstruction 
MRI: HRCTV + normal tissue 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Followed by the CBCT that allows the physician ability to adjusts the needle depth and or position to match the target (identified pre brachy with MRI and also clinically). The CBCT has good enough resolution for needle digitization. However, in our practice, we do acquire an MRI for HRCTV delineation for planning purposes, and also for OAR identification.



Prostate 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
For prostate HDR, CBCT was reported to have become a prerequisite in US-based HDR treatment planning. By acuiring both a TRUS and CBCT, performing registration and identifying needle ends from CBCT, the group reported  that The registration uncertainties between TRUS and CBCT were small, but that large differences were recorded  between needle tips on TRUS and CBCT (especially sup-inf direction). They decided to make CBCT imaging requisite in their clinical flow.



VCU setup, HDR Prostate 

Courtesy of Dorin Todor, VCU 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other uses in prostate HDR come from VCU where they use CBCT for planning and pre treatment verification.



C-arm CBCT for LDR  
prostate on-line verification 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
C-arm CBCT based post planning and subsequent adaptation of underdosed critical areas by remedial seeds  was reported in this study for intraoperative on-line verification of LDR prostate treatments.  This adaptive process was shown not to add on average more than 30 min to the overall procedure. The adaptstion resulted in improved dosimetry.



Post-Operative Seed Localization  

Intra-Operative 
Seed Localization  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use of CBCT or CBCT and TRUS for fast seed localization in LDR prostatePost-implant evaluations of permanent prostate implants often indicate significant differences between the intended plan and its actual implementation. Several reports in the literature1-4 indicate the target coverage with 100% of the prescription doses is often less than 90% and the dose to normal tissues such as the urethra and rectum are highly variable. While an experienced physician can lessen the magnitude of these differences, many factors controlling execution of the plan are subject to random fluctuations. In order to best address these concerns, it would be important to obtain real-time dosimetric information5 during the implantation procedure so that - based on the actual positions of the seeds already implanted - the treatment can be modified by re-optimizing the plan in mid procedure or adding more seeds (at the end). Individual seeds, however, are poorly visualized on the transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) used for treatment planning and guidance of seed placement. Zelefsky et al3 reported an approach using a cone beam CT fluoroscopic unit in the operation room to obtain cone-beam volumetric CT (CBCT) images with the patient in the surgical lithotomy position. Since the seeds are clearly visible on the CBCT, it allows one to identify seed locations and establish their corresponding positions in TRUS immediately after all the seeds are deposited to obtain rapid dose calculation for intra-operative evaluation.



Conclusions 
• X-ray films/Fluoro and kV-CBCT (Simulators, C-arms) 

have a role in “in-room” pre/post TX verification for several 
brachytherapy applications 

• Thorough understanding of advantages and limitations is 
needed before using as sole imaging procedure for in-
room treatment verification and/or planning 



“Indeed, we often mark our progress in science by 
improvements in imaging.” 
 
Martin Chalfie  
 

Next  CT and MRI in room TX Verification 



Thank you! 
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